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Eagle 
Size: 5-13 Black & Grey SANS/ISO 20345
The partner boot to the Hawk shoe the Eagle with punch detail for enhanced breathability is designed
with the construction worker in mind. Fitted with an aggressive TPU grip in the arch area of the sole for
optimum support on scaffolding and ladders the shoe further incorporates a padded collar and padded
bellows tongue for enhanced comfort as well as an anti-toe and heel scuff for enhanced durability.

TORSION CONTROL

Falcon 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Falcon shoe with iconic red piping boasts a padded collar and padded bellows tongue for increased
comfort to the wearer. The aggressive grip design by means of TPU inserts in the arch area of the sole
ensures that this is the perfect fit for those making regular use of ladders and scaffolding.

Hawk 
Size: 5-12 Black & Grey SANS/ISO 20345
Designed with the construction worker in mind the Hawk is fitted with an aggressive TPU grip in the arch
area of the sole for optimum support on scaffolding and ladders. Incorporating a padded collar and
padded bellows tongue for enhanced comfort as well as punch detail in the upper for improved
breathability the shoe also features an anti-toe and heel scuff for enhanced durability.

Hercules NSTC Black & Brown & Tan 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown/Tan SANS/ISO 20345
Revered as the go-to boot in the agricultural sector the Hercules Chelsea has found fame amongst
farmers in SA. The genuine leather upper ensures durability whilst the Raptor sole unit provides the
traction control needed in changing farming terrains. The unique low cut of the collar and elastic side
gussets allow for easy foot entry and accommodates a higher bridge making this ideal for the wider
South African foot. Available with steel toe cap
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Hiker Mahogany STC 
Size: 5-12 Mahogany SANS/ISO 20345
The Hiker earned its name and has maintained its reputation by allowing wearers to traverse varying and
uneven terrain. By providing the ultimate in torsion control the Hiker ensures the wearer remains
surefooted with exceptional ankle support wherever they go. The full-grain leather upper adds durability
to this boot whilst the padded collar and bellows tongue provide the comfort that is needed. Non-steel
toe available.

TORSION CONTROL

Kite Tan Brown & Black 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown/Tan SANS/ISO 20345
The partner boot to the Owl shoe the Kite brings style and sophistication to harsh terrains. With
conservative eyelets the Kite carries the weight of a durable safety boot offering maximum torsion
control on uneven terrain.

Owl Tan Brown & Black 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown/Tan SANS/ISO 20345
The Owl caters to the more discerning individual who requires a stylish leather look with the benefits of a
safety shoe. With conservative eyelets the Owl allows a seamless transition from the office to the
construction site.

Sentinal Security Boot 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Sentinel caters to those who require both comfort and stability in a security boot. The sole offers
maximum torsion control ensuring that the wearer can negotiate an array of uneven terrain and
obstacles. The genuine full-grain leather upper with padded collar provides comfort to the wearer whilst
the bellows tongue provides defense against debris entering the boot.
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Clog STC slip-on 
Size: 2-13 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Clog has been designed to provide superior slip-resistance to those working in kitchens and
hospitals. The elastic side gussets ensure easy entry and removal of the shoe whilst the absence of
Velcro straps and fasteners increase the shoe's hygienic properties. Fitted with a padded collar for
enhanced comfort the Clog is available in an extended size curve and carries a SRC slip-resistance
rating.

SLIP RESISTANCE

GALAXY NSTC 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Galaxy has become a favourite for those who require the protection of a boot and the slip-resistance
of an SRC rated sole. The padding in the collar ensures added comfort and ankle support to the wearer
while the bellows tongue provides superior defense against unwanted debris entering the boot. The D-
ring lace-up system ensures easy entry to the boot and swift removal when it matters most.

Limpopo Brown & Black 
Size: 2-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
Available in your colour of choice the Limpopo merges style with functionality by providing superior grip
with its SRC slip-resistance rated soles. Designed with a padded collar and bellows tongue for increased
comfort the shoe boasts a full-grain leather upper with Nubuck overlay. The inclusion of a mesh fabric in
the collar and tongue ensures enhanced breathability to the wearer.

Security boot STC 
Size: 2-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
Feel protected in our Security Boot with SRC slip-resistance rating that allows the wearer to traverse
surfaces in wet and slippery conditions. Manufactured with a full-grain leather upper the padded collar
and padded bellows tongue offer enhanced comfort to the wearer. This boot has found popularity
amongst security guards in shopping centres due to the grip offered on slanted and tiled surfaces
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Sport / Apollo 
Size: 2-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Sport shoe has become a household name at petrol filling stations throughout the country due to its
SRC slip-resistance rated soles and anti-static properties. The discerning black design allows this shoe
to fit seamlessly with uniform requirements and coupled with its extended size curve the Sport has
become a favourite in the industry.

SLIP RESISTANCE

Striker 
Size: 5-13 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Striker shoe with a SRC slip-resistance rating gives piece of mind to those working in conditions
where oils and spills are common. Comfort is provided by the padded collar and the padded bellows
tongue protects the wearer from debris entering the boot. The classic black stylings allow this shoe to fit
in with most outfits making it a popular choice in an array of industries.

Eros slip-on shoe Brown & Black 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
This slip-on-slip-off shoe has found popularity amongst those looking for a no-hassle safety shoe. The
simple stylings and choice of colour has made this shoe a favourite amongst management personnel
allowing them to move seamlessly between the office and factory environments. Fitted on the lighter
Gladius sole unit the Eros provides increased slip-resistance and better stability.

Maxeco SMS Tan & Black 
Size: 2-13 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
The legendary Maxeco boot has made a name for itself in a number of sectors due to its ability to move
seamlessly between varying terrains. The padded collar and padded bellows tongue provide comfort
while the extended size range enables procurement to easily cover the size curve of their workforce.
Available with or without a steel toe cap with the added choice of a steel midsole the Maxeco boot has
become the go-to boot of choice in the presence of general working hazards.

ALL-ROUND SAFETY
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Maximus 
Size: 3-13 Black SANS/ISO 20345
Designed to incorporate technological advancements in the all-round safety category the latest addition
to the Maxeco range brings the wearer more in all-round safety. It incorporates a lighter sole unit and
increased width in the sole enhances the slip-resistance of the boot providing better stability and
reduced shock impact. The inclusion of a reflective insert at the rear of the boot ensures increased
visibility in low light.

ALL-ROUND SAFETY

Maxeco Metaguard 
Size: 3-13 Black SANS/ISO 20345
Born from a need for an all-round safety lace-up boot that provides enhanced protection to the
metatarsal area the Maxeco boot was updated to include a highly durable metaguard. The Metaguard
safety boot provides an extended size curve making it easy for procurement departmentsto provide the
same spec boot for their staff.

Frontier (Robust NSTC) Tan & Black 
Size: 2-13 Black/Tan SANS/ISO 20345
The Robust shoe has found popularity in the market due to its corporate inspired design paired with
safety functionality. The padded collar ensures comfort and ankle support while the metal rivet and cap
enhances the durability and adds sophistication. Available in a choice of black or tan the shoe is
available with or without a steel toe cap to suit the wearer's requirements.

Spartacus 
Size: 3-14 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The partner shoe to the Maximus boot Spartacus incorporates technological advancements in the all-
round safety category to bring the wearer more in all-round safety. It incorporates a lighter sole unit and
increased width in the sole enhances the slip-resistance of the boot providing better stability and
reduced shock impact. The inclusion of a reflective insert at the rear of the boot ensures increased
visibility in low light.
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Explorer 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The Explorer safety shoe with extra-wide fitting steel toe cap is recommended for individuals who spend
long hours on their feet. The shoe boasts a full-grain leather upper with padded collar and bellows
tongue and features easy lacing D-rings for fast removal in an emergency. The parabolic concave curve
of the sole cushions impact and adds spring by absorbing the wearer's mass.

Turtle (Zeus Metatarsal) 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
Born from a need for an all-round safety pull-on boot that provides enhanced protection to the metatarsal
area the Zeus boot was updated to include a metaguard. This technical work boot includes a
permanently attached Polypropylene Metatarsal deflector to protect the Metatarsal bones of the foot
from falling objects.

ALL-ROUND SAFETY

Hunter 
Size: 5-12 Black SANS/ISO 20345
The partner to the Explorer shoe the Hunter boot is designed for comfort and recommended for those
who spend extended hours on their feet. A durable full-grain leather upper is paired with a padded mesh
collar to offer comfort and ankle support to the wearer. The padded bellows tongue ensures defense
against debris entering the footwear and the D-ring lacing system allows fast removal of the boot when
needed most.

COMFORT & FATIGUE CONTROL
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Nomad 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
The Nomad safety boot is recommended for those spending long hours on their feet. The full bellows
tongue gives utmost protection from debris entering the footwear while the padded collar offers
exceptional comfort and ankle support. The Nomad's D-ring lacing system ensures quick release when it
matters most and the extra-wide steel toe cap ensures the perfect fit for the South African foot.

COMFORT & FATIGUE CONTROL

Odyssey 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
The Odyssey safety boot is designed for maximum comfort to suit workers who spend long hours on
their feet. The comfort provided by the padded collar and padded bellows tongue is complemented by
the cushion impact provided by the parabolic curve in the sole. The reflective Ghillie lacing loops
enhance the visibility for those working on roads and at night and the double stitching of the leather
upper adds extra strength to enhance the durability of the boot.

Outeniqua Brown & Black 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
Stand for extended hours with the Outeniqua boot offering extreme comfort and breathability. The
strategically placed mesh fabric assists with ventilation and aids in keeping feet cool in warm
environments. The reflective Ghillie loops enhance the visibility for those working on roads and at night
and the parabolic concave curve in the sole cushions impact and adds spring by absorbing the wearers
mass.

Quest Brown & Black 
Size: 5-12 Black/Brown SANS/ISO 20345
The Quest safety shoe offers superior comfort for wearers who spend long hours on their feet. The
fashionable double stitched upper with metal rivets provides extra strength and durability while the
padded collar offers enhanced comfort and ankle support. The sole has the inclusion of a parabolic
concave curve to cushion impact and add spring by absorbing the wearer's mass.


